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 1.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-01331 
CASE NAME: ELKHOURY VS SEARS ROEBUCK 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR CLASS CERTIFICATION FILED BY SOUHEIL B 
ELKHOURY 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Vacated by moving party. 

  

  
 2.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-01497 
CASE NAME: KAHANGI VS HASSAN 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT OR IN ALT MSA FILED BY 
SAIID KAHANGI 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 

Before the Court is an unopposed Motion for Summary Judgment or, in the Alternative, 
for Summary Adjudication (“Motion”), filed by plaintiff, Saiid Kahangi, against defendants, Ali 
Hassan, Regina Muslimova, and RH Investments, Inc. (“RH”). The Motion is denied.  

A plaintiff may move for summary judgment if it is contended that there is no defense to 
the action or proceeding. (Code Civ. Proc., § 437c (a)(1).) “The motion may be made at any 
time after 60 days have elapsed since the general appearance in the action or proceeding of 
each party against whom the motion is directed […].” (Ibid.) A motion for summary judgment 
must be denied where the moving party's evidence does not prove all material facts, even in the 
absence of any opposition. (Leyva v. Sup. Ct. (1985) 164 Cal.App.3d 462, 475.) "The procedure 
is drastic and should be used with caution in order that it may not become a substitute for 
existing methods in the determination of issues of fact." (United States Fidelity & Guaranty Co. 
v. Sullivan (1949) 93 Cal.App.2d 559, 561.) 

Here, Regina Muslimova and RH have had their defaults taken. As such, they have not 
made a “general appearance” which would permit summary judgment against them. The proper 
procedure would be to obtain a default judgment against these parties. Notably, as defaulted 
defendants, neither Regina Muslimova nor RH were served with the motion, giving them no 
opportunity to respond. 

The attempt at service that did occur, on Ali Hassan, was improper because the moving 
papers were mailed to an incorrect address. The Substitution of Attorney form filed May 5, 2020 
lists the address for Hassan as “1875 Olympic Blvd, Walnut Creek, CA 94596,” but, according to 
the proof of service filed July 23, 2020, he was mailed the papers at 1975 Olympic Blvd, Walnut 
Creek, CA 94596.  

The Motion also cannot be granted as to Hassan because the amount he owes is 
unclear. Plaintiff’s Notice of Motion fails to set forth the amount of the judgment he seeks as to 
each defendant. Plaintiff’s other moving papers – the Memorandum of Points and Authorities 
and Statement of Undisputed Material Facts—describe the amounts sought on each cause of 
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action, but do not specify how, and to what extent, the judgment against Hassan should reflect 
the amount owed by RH (pursuant to causes of action 2-3).  

As a related issue, the papers do not discuss the showing required to pierce the 
corporate veil in order to hold Hassan responsible for the debts of RH. Such inquiry is a 
prerequisite to any finding of Hassan’s liability for RH obligations, as plaintiff seems to recognize 
in his complaint. (Complaint, ¶13.) Plaintiff’s agency discussion at page ten of his memorandum 
relates instead to whether Hassan could bind the corporation.  

Hassan would only be personally liable for RH’s debts if the "alter ego" doctrine is 
applicable. Plaintiff must show (1) such unity of interest and ownership that the separate 
personalities of the corporation and the individual no longer exist and (2) that, if the acts are 
treated as those of the corporation alone, an inequitable result will follow. (Riddle v. Leuschner, 
51 Cal.2d 574, 580.) This criteria has been met where equitable owners treat the assets of the 
corporation as their own and add or withdraw capital from the corporation at will, when they hold 
themselves out as being personally liable for the debts of the corporation, or when they provide 
inadequate capitalization and actively participate in the conduct of corporate affairs. (Minton v. 
Cavaney (1961) 56 Cal.2d 576, 579-580.) 

Therefore, ambiguity exists as to what amount plaintiff is seeking and as to whom. 
Neither the Notice of Motion, nor the Complaint itself remedy this ambiguity. No proposed order 
was submitted.  

There are material issues of facts that remain in dispute. These issues include the 
amount of each defendant’s liability.  

Plaintiff requests judicial notice of the Complaint, filed July 27, 2018 (Ex. 1), this Court’s 
July 31, 2019 Order deeming RFAs admitted (Ex. 2), defaults against RH and Muslimova, filed 
October 18, 2018 (Exs. 3-4), and a document entitled “California Secretary of State Statement 
of Information” (Ex. 5). The request is unopposed and is granted.  

 

  

 3.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-01581 
CASE NAME: WILLS VS PAUL DAVIS RESTORATIO 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR LEAVE TO FILE 2ND AMND COMPLAINT FILED 
BY KENYON WILLS 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Motion is dropped subject to refiling after bankruptcy stay is lifted.  
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 4.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC19-00401 
CASE NAME: BELL VS HARRIS 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR PROPOSING ALLOCATION OF DEF'S POLICY 
LIMITS FILED BY CITY OF RICHMOND 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
City’s motion to allocate defendant’s policy limits pursuant to Labor Code 3860(f) is denied.  
 
In a case involving worker’s compensation, the Labor Code allows the court to allocate fees 
between employer’s counsel and employee’s counsel “on settlement of suit.” Here, the 
defendant’s carrier agreed to settle for the policy limits provided the City’s lien was addressed. 
See Exh. 8 to Hughes Decl. Plaintiff’s counsel suggested the City resolve its lien for one third of 
the proceeds but the City declined. Accordingly, there was never “settlement of suit” with the 
defendant’s carrier and the Court is without jurisdiction to divide the $50,000 policy limits.  
 
If plaintiffs and the City do not reach agreement on how to divide the proffered policy limits, the 
Court will have no choice but to proceed to trial on both plaintiffs’ claims as well as the City’s 
claim for reimbursement out of any recovery awarded to Officer Paul Harris.    

  

 5.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC19-01101 
CASE NAME: MECHANICS BANK VS. ORION PACIF 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR QUASH SUBPOENA OF PERSONAL RECORDS OF 
FREDRICK R FILED BY FREDERICK RIDER 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Rider’s motion to quash is denied.  
 
The Court has considered all briefs and documents submitted in addition to the well-reasoned 5 
page decision of Discovery Facilitator Groeneveld. The Court hereby adopts and incorporates in 
full the Discovery Facilitator’s decision.  
 
The Court further notes that Rider’s answer was indeed struck in large part for failing to respond 
to discovery, including requests for financial information. Rider is advised to review the Court’s 
January 15, 2020 order issuing terminating sanctions against him as well as the papers filed in 
support of the request for sanctions.  
 
In addition, the Court is aware that a default judgment for $1,900,889.52 was entered against 
Rider and others on October 21, 2020. As Rider acknowledged in his moving and reply papers, 
discovery of personal financial information is authorized in post-judgment enforcement 
proceedings.  
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 6.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC19-02047 
CASE NAME: ROBERTSON VS BAUTISTA 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS FILED BY LEO 
F BAUTISTA 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Defendant’s motion for judgment on the pleadings is moot given that defendant’s default has 
been entered. An MJOP is not the type of response that forestalls the entry of default. See CCP 
585(a)–(c). 

  

 7.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC19-02405 
CASE NAME: AQUINDE VS. PERFORMANCE SETTLEMENT 
HEARING ON MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION AND STAY PROCEEDINGS 
FILED BY PERFORMANCE SETTLEMENT LLC 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 The motion to compel arbitration brought by defendant Performance Settlement LLC 

is granted.  This action is stayed as against Performance Settlement pending the outcome of 

the arbitration.  Defendants Consumer First Legal Network LLC and Harold E. Stafford have not 

joined in the motion, and so this action is not stayed as against those two defendants. 

 Plaintiff has not persuasively argued that any set of rules other than the consumer 

arbitration rules of the American Arbitration Association might apply.  Accordingly, the arbitration 

shall proceed in accordance with those rules.  If for any reason the AAA declines to accept the 

arbitration, the selection of a different arbitration forum shall proceed in accordance with section 

1281.6 of the Code of Civil Procedure. 

 A. The Existence Of An Enforceable Arbitration Agreement. 

  A-1. This Is A Question For The Court. 

 The issue of whether the parties entered into an arbitration agreement is an issue that 

the trial court must always decide.  (9 USCS § 4 [if there is a dispute over the existence of an 

arbitration agreement “the court shall proceed summarily to the trial thereof”]; Code Civ. Proc., 

§ 1281.2 [the court shall order arbitration “if it determines that an agreement to arbitrate the 

controversy exists”].  See, Rosenthal v. Great Western Fin. Securities Corp. (1996) 14 Cal.4th 

394, 416 [fraud in the execution must be decided by the trial court]; Esparza v. Sand & Sea, Inc. 

(2016) 2 Cal.App.5th 781, 787 [“[t]here is a strong public policy favoring contractual arbitration, 

but that policy does not extend to parties who have not agreed to arbitrate”].) 

  A-2. Contract Formation. 

 Plaintiff acknowledges signing the subject contract documents electronically.  (Aquinde 

Dec., filed on 10-14-20, ¶¶ 10-14.)  This makes the decisions cited by plaintiff on this point 

distinguishable.  (See, Fabian v. Renovate America, Inc. (2019) 42 Cal.App.5th 1062, 1065; 

Ruiz v. Moss Bros. Auto Group, Inc. (2014) 232 Cal.App.4th 836, 840.)  Plaintiff has not offered 
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evidence that the arbitration clause within the contract documents was obscured by a logo at the 

time when she viewed the documents online; the printed version attached to plaintiff’s 

declaration appears to reflect some kind of print formatting problem.  (Aquinde Dec., Exh. “A”, 

p  7.) 

 The Court has carefully considered plaintiff’s other arguments in support of the 

proposition that no enforceable contract was formed, and finds that they all lack merit.  

In particular, plaintiff’s argument that the arbitration clause is illusory, because defendant 

Performance Settlement could defeat arbitration by failing to seek approval of its arbitration 

clause, lacks merit; the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing would prevent defendant 

from proceeding in such an arbitrary manner.  (See, Serafin v. Balco Properties Ltd., LLC (2015) 

235 Cal.App.4th 165, 176.) 

 B. Unconscionability. 

 The Court finds that plaintiff has made a substantial showing of procedural 
unconscionability.  The Court further finds that the arbitration clause’s 30-day time limit on 
bringing claims is substantively unconscionable.  (See, Magno v. The College Network, Inc. 
(2016) 1 Cal.App.5th 277, 291.)  However, plaintiff has not persuaded the Court that the 
arbitration clause is so permeated by unconscionability that the 30-day time limit cannot be 
severed, and the balance of the arbitration clause enforced.  (See, Serafin, supra, 235 
Cal.App.4th at 183-184.)  Accordingly, the arbitration shall proceed, but with the 30-day time 
limit severed and unenforceable in arbitration. 

          The Court sets an arbitration status review for July 27, 2021 at 8:30 a.m. 

 

 

 8.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC20-00021 
CASE NAME: LELE PATU-TOO VS. GLOBAL LATERAL 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO COMPLAINT 
FILED BY GLOBAL LATERAL LLC 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 Plaintiffs allege in their complaint (¶ 7), and reassert in their opposition memorandum 

(p. 2), that defendant Global Lateral is a suspended California corporation.  Defendant does not 

dispute this in either its opening memorandum or its reply memorandum.  The Court has 

confirmed that the website for the California Secretary of State shows defendant as a 

suspended corporation as of Sunday October 25, 2020, and so the Court takes judicial notice of 

defendant’s suspended status. 

 The hearing on defendant’s demurrer is continued to December 30, 2020, at 9:00 a.m., 

in Department 21.  Defendant is given through and including December 16, 2020 to restore its 

active corporate status, and to file and serve a corresponding declaration.  (See generally, 

Center for Self-Improvement & Community Development v. Lennar Corp. (2009) 173 

Cal.App.4th 1543, 1552-54.) 
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If defendant timely restores its active corporate status, the Court will consider 

defendant’s demurrer on the merits.  If defendant fails to do this, the Court will strike defendant’s 

demurrer and order that defendant’s default be entered. 

 The Court offers its preliminary, nonbinding assessment of defendant’s demurrer, for the 
parties’ guidance.  Defendant’s arguments in support of the demurrer would appear to lack 
merit.  However, plaintiffs may wish to consider voluntarily amending their complaint to allege 
when the subject foreclosure sale took place, and more importantly, the identities of (1) the 
purchaser and (2) the current holder of record title.  Those persons (if different from defendant) 
would appear to be necessary parties if the Court is to award plaintiffs anything more than 
purely monetary relief.  (See, Code Civ. Proc., § 389.) 

 

  

 9.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSN20-1515 
CASE NAME: C. OVERAA & CO VS CITY OF SAN 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR RELEASE OF STOP NOTICE PURS TO CCP 
9408(b) FILED BY C. OVERAA & CO 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Continued for service to 11/18/20 at 9:00 am.  

 


